Brand new 650 SF luxurious model
located in Newport. In-house financing
available. Come check us out today!

Floorplans customizable to fit any size or
budget... on your property, on wheels or
foundations. Let us help you find the
perfect tiny house lifestyle.

At RealLife we believe in living large with
less. Tiny is the next BIG thing!
When you imagine a tiny house, most likely you picture one that has been built on a trailer. While wheels are an ideal solution for those who enjoy traveling, they’re not for everyone. Many people can’t live in a home without a backyard where
they can garden or where their dogs can run around. This had led to a new tiny house trend that has attracted those who
enjoy a traditional home as well as the tiny lifestyle. That’s why RealLife feels our tiny houses on foundations are growing
in popularity. Souped-up design elements are used to maximize the minimal spaces. There are plenty of tall windows.
French doors, hardwood floors, stainless steel appliances, and granite counter tops bringing a luxurious finish.
311 York Street, Newport, KY

www.wheellifehomes.com

513.807.9958

The Benefits of
Tiny Houses on Foundations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owning Your Own Land
Your Property Will Appreciate In Value
Easier To Get A Loan
Less Maintenance
Use Traditional Utility Hookups
Different Types of Tiny Houses
Foundations
Safety
Financing
Equity

on

Our goal is to help Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky discover tools to
start replacing the affordable housing we’re losing to rentals.
Cincinnati’s development boom has caused home prices to nearly
double in the past six years, when the average home price jumped
from $140,000 to $260,000. Meanwhile, low-income residents have
been pushed farther from the city’s core in search of a fast-dwindling supply of affordable housing. Luxury micro-homes aren’t a
solution to the affordable housing crisis for very low-income residents, but they could deliver more options in the workforce housing market.
At about $130,000 each, they could also make home ownership a
reality for many people who can’t afford one now. We know that
Millennials are very serious about reducing their carbon footprint
and they don’t really care about big houses, which is great as the
city offers a lot of small lots where you could build these.

RealLife Homes, specialize in designing and building hand-crafted, luxury tiny homes on
foundations. Our unique tiny houses go above and beyond the other manufactured park
model homes on the market, and only in a RealLife tiny house will you find this level of
customization and quality. We understand the importance of providing one-of-a-kind
villas for each and every customer we work with.
Our goal here at RealLife is to create something that’s so far above and beyond any other
custom tiny home builder that we rank in a class of our own. We do this by carefully designing every aspect of our tiny home models, which ensures that each of our customers
get the most out of their own tiny home.

